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1. Show learners a distinctive image. Make the text multi-modal by asking them to write 
a suitable caption to accompany the picture. Captions may be elliptical (often using 
stand-alone phrases) or grammatically complete sentences. Compare the captions 
and reflect on the ways in which they alter our interpretation of the image.  Discuss 
the relationship between image and text, and the role of context in shaping our 
response i.e. where might the image be found? What might its purpose be? Who 
might the intended audience be? This can form the basis for discussion of the link 
between words and their context. 

 

Example 1: Image of the Alps 
 
Caption 1: Exceptional scenery. Exceptional service. 
Come and discover our family resort. Paradise is waiting 
for you! 
 
Caption 2: Danger of wet and full-depth avalanches. 
Level 4. High. 

 

 
Example 2: Image of the Azerbaijan mud volcanoes 
 
Caption 1: 24 March 2050. Mariner 27 captures first ever 
images of alien life in the laval lakes of Pluto  
 
Caption 2: Geological phenomenon: mud volcanoes in 
Gobustan National Park, Azerbaijan. 

 

2. Give learners a selection of short spoken and written texts without any contextual 
background information. Ask them to analyse the key features and interpret the 
meaning of each text. Then give them the contextual information and explore the 
potential differences in interpretation. 

3. Ask learners to think about the ways in which they use language and the contextual 
factors which influence the choices they make. Get them to make a language-diary 
for a day, listing the different spoken and written encounters they have. They will 
need to jot down details of the register, the audience and the purpose, and any 
significant linguistic and physical contextual factors. Brief samples of the kind of 
language used in each encounter will be helpful for analysis at a later time. 
Classroom discussion can draw together the work by reflecting on the range and 
style of the language experiences, and the effect of contextual factors. 

4. Look at specific varieties of English e.g. news reports, letters, commentaries etc. 
Select 2-3 examples of a particular variety where the contextual factors are different 
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e.g. television news for children (Newsround, CBBC), radio news for a young adult 
audience (Newsbeat, Radio 1), and evening news (News at 10, ITV); radio vs 
television commentary; text books for primary school children vs undergrads; spoken 
or written regional language vs SE; letters written in different time periods. Ask 
learners to identify and describe the linguistic and grammatical features of each text, 
and to consider how the physical and linguistic contextual factors have shaped the 
language use. 

5. Look at examples of informal conversation and consider how meaning is 
communicated by more than the actual words spoken i.e. deixis, pronoun 
referencing, presupposition, implicature, speech acts etc. 

6. Look at examples of first person narratives which use a social dialect. e.g. Bimbo, 
Keith Waterhouse (Hodder & Stoughton, 1990; Sceptre, 2014); Foxy-T, Tony White 
(Faber & Faber, 2004);  Pigeon English, Stephen Kellman (Bloomsbury, 2012); No 
Country for Old Men, Cormac McCarthy (Picador, 2008). Analyse and evaluate the 
linguistic features of each dialect. How do contextual factors shape the language 
choices?  How effective are the dialects in bringing the first person narrator to life?  

7. Use LG4 past papers (www.wjecservices.co.uk) so that learners can practise 
interpreting texts in the light of contextual background information.  

8. Provide a range of original writing experiences where learners produce texts in 
response to specific contextual factors.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.wjecservices.co.uk/
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Extended Class Activity: PRAGMATICS 

Read the following set of data which contains examples of decontextualized texts—
they have been taken out of their original context so we do not have any contextual 
factors to help us interpret them. 

1. Analyse the form and structure of each example using associated terminology.   

2. Suggest the possible meaning communicated by each text. Did you have any 
difficulties interpreting the texts? Explain why. 

3. Suggest a possible context and provide evidence for your choice. You need to 
think about key physical contextual factors (e.g. the language period, the location, 
the occasion, the social environment, the region and any cultural influences) and 
linguistic contextual factors (e.g. deixis, referencing, terms of address, implicature, 
presupposition). 

Text 1:  

We worked soo hard. 

Text 2:  

A cliché is a phrase which has become so familiar that it has lost its power to surprise. 
Where once it was fresh and innovative, it now seems stale and unimaginative. Examples 
like ‘leave no stone unturned’ and ‘weak at the knees’ have become stock phrases—and 
writing that depends on such expressions lacks originality. 

Text 3:  

Argie cargy bargy. 

Text 4:  

The pursuing beasts had left a trail of carnage through Kurthor, littered with ruins 
and the bodies of those whom the Skulkers had encountered. Frenzied with the 
scent of blood, and driven on by the Saint’s pervading will, their only purpose was to 
hunt. Hunt and kill. Kill and feed. 

Text 5:  

Stay on your toes as a potentially touchy storm/wind slab exists at upper elevations. 
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Text 6:  

A programming language is a type of written language that tells computers what to do. 
Programming languages are used to make all the computer programs and computer 
software. A programming language is like a set of instructions the computer follows to do 
something.   
 

 Text 7:  

A hey (.) haven’t seen you for ages 
B yeah yeah I know (.) been away (1) er working 
A good to see you anyway 
B you too // how are 
A               // say /wɒtʃə/ doing later? 
B nothing really 
A come down the bank then (.) you haven’t been for ages 
B I know I mean it’s what (.) three months? yeah ↑yeah↑ could do 
A OK see you later (.) maybe 

Text 8:  

I did a brilliant bit of investigative journalism. 

Text 9:  

Photocrafty 

Text 10:  

Ful erly bifore the day bigun, folk vprysen. Gestes that wolde go calden their 
gromez and they busken   bilyue to sadel the blonkkez. The rychest of them richen 
to ryde, lepen up lyᴣtly, lachen their brydeles, and eche wyᴣe gon on his way. The 
lorde of the londe watz not the last. He ete a sop hastily when he hade herde 
masse, and then he rod bylyue to the bent-felde. 

Partial Glossary 

busken     -   prepared  bilyue   -    quickly 
blonkkez   -  horses  richen   -    prepared  
wyᴣe   -        man   bent-felde  -   hunting field 
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Text 11:  

(4) Without prejudice to the provisions of subsection (3) above and subject to the 
following provisions of this section, a local highway authority may, by agreement with 
railway, canal or tramway undertakers, undertake to maintain as part of a highway 
maintainable at the public expense a bridge or viaduct which carries the railway, canal or 
tramway of the undertakers over such a highway or which is intended to carry such a 
railway, canal or tramway over such a highway and is to be constructed by those 
undertakers or by the highway authority on their behalf. 

Text 12:  

That bree’s a blip. She cuts them all and her dry goods is dracula. Togged to the bricks 
she is. You’ll fall out when you see her pecking—she’s a real rug cutter! This joint’s 
jumping, but I gotta collar her so help me. 

Read the following information which sets Texts 1-12 in their original contexts. When 
you have finished: 

4. Compare your thoughts on the ‘possible’ contexts with the actual contexts.   

5. Identify the physical and linguistic contextual factors that are directly linked to the 
context in each case. 

6. Using Texts 1-12 as a starting point, analyse and evaluate the ways in which 
contextual information changes the way we respond to texts. 

Text 1:  

A note attached to a den built in the woods by a group of young children. 

Text 2:  

An extract from one of a series of self-learning books: Teach Yourself Creative Writing by 
Diane Doubtfire, revised by Ian Burton (Hodder Headline, 2003). It appears in the chapter on 
reviewing and editing writing (‘Revising with Style’) under the subheading ‘The enemies of 
good style’. The subsection is entitled ‘Clichés’. 

Text 3: 

A headline from the tabloid newspaper The Sun (4 October, 2014) following an incident in 
Argentina when the ‘Top Gear’ team were filming a Christmas special. The number plate of 
one of the cars used to drive through Argentina was seen as an implicit reference to the 
Falklands War: H982 FKL. The subheadline was ‘Mob thought reg was dig over Falklands’. 
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Text 4:  

An extract from a fantasy novel, Advent. 

Text 5:  

An extract from an avalanche warning for North Columbia on an official Canadian website. 
Previous sentence: ‘While it feels like spring in the valley, the alpine has returned to winter.’  

Text 6:  

An extract on computer programming language from an entry in the Simple English 
Wikipedia. This version of Wikipedia aims to use basic vocabulary, shorter sentences and 
straightforward grammatical structures. It is targeted at children, people learning English as 
a second language, or at adults who may find the process of reading difficult. Technical  
terms are still used, but the editors try to explain these in a simple way. Articles are often 
shorter than the parallel entries in Wikipedia 

Text 7:  

An extract  from an informal conversation. The two speakers rely on shared information: the 
reference to ‘the bank’ is a specific spot on the river where keen anglers regularly meet to 
fish.  

Text 8:  

An extract from a radio news report in which an investigative journalist discusses the 
publication of a long-suppressed biography he has written. The following sentence 
describes how the journalist, while walking his dog in the park, was approached by a 
man who offered to give him critical information on the case he was investigating. 

Text 9:  

A book title: Photocrafty: 75 creative camera projects for you and your digital SLR, Sue 
Venables (Punk Publishing, 2012)  

Text 10:  

An extract from a twenty-first century ‘medieval romance’ which aims to capture the mood 
and character of the period through a distinctive use of language. The author has retained 
the essence of the fourteenth century north-west midlands dialect, while modernising it and 
writing in prose rather than verse. The aim is to make the reading experience easier, while 
conserving something of the period features e.g. i/y interchange; orthography that reflects 
pronunciation; the letter /ᴣ/ (yogh) from Old English, later replaced by ‘gh’; archaic bound 
morpheme verb inflections –e (3rd person singular) and –en (third person plural). Dialect 
words have been glossed to help the reader. 
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Text 11:  

An  extract from the Highways Act 1980 published on a government website. It outlines the 
different ways in which roads can be adopted by local government and maintained from 
public finances. 

Text 12:  

An extract using Harlem jive talk from Cab Calloway’s 1939 Cat-ologue or Hepster’s 
Dictionary, a collection of distinctive terms used by Harlem jazz musicians, performers and 
their followers. 

Glossary 

blip -      something very good  bree     -      girl 
collar   -      to get, obtain   cut     -      to be  superior, to outclass 
dracula -      in a class of its own   dry goods    -      dress 
fall out   -      to be overcome with emotion joint is jumpin   -   place is lively, full of fun  
 
pecking  -      a specific kind of dance (introduced at the Cotton Club 1937) 

rug cutter  -   very good dancer   so help me   -  it’s the truth, that’s a fact 
togged to the bricks  -      dressed to kill 

 

Secondary texts: 

Oxford Introductions to Language Study: Pragmatics, Yule (OUP, 1996) 

Introducing Pragmatics in Use, O’Keeffe, Clancy and Adolphs (Routledge, 2011)  

An Introduction to English Semantics and Pragmatics, Griffiths (Edinburgh University 
Press, 2006)  

Doing Pragmatics, Grundy (Routledge, 3rd edition 2008) 

Introduction to the Nature and Function of Language, Chapter 7, Jackson and Stockwell 
(Continuum, revised 2nd edition 2010) 

The Study of Language, Yule (CUP, 5th edition 2014) 


